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History of California Wildfires

• California Wildfires happen all the time pre-historically.

• Shaping California ecosystem for thousands of years.

• Entering the Anthropocene, we see a historical high of the 
temperature, deviating from its downward trend.

• While the fire frequency is at its trough in the natural cycle, 
the fire deficit has reached an all time high, posing growing 
risk of wildfires in the 21st century.



Why do CA wildfires gain so much attention recently?

• Into the 20th century, the frequency and 
severity of wildfires are growing as well 
as its impact on human lives.

• The recent fires have been record-
setting.

• In 2018, the Camp fire devastated 
almost 160,000 acres, destroyed nearly 
20,000 structures, and took away more 
than 80 lives. 

• In 2020, the year we witness the largest 
wildfire season, had over 9000 fires, and 
burned over 4 million acres, which is 
almost half of the nation-wide figure of 
8.6 million.



Why so severe and costly?

• The fire deficit accumulated in late 20th

century and the fire suppression strategies 
provided excess fuels for the wildfires.

• Stronger and dryer winds driven by climate 
change help fire spread.

• Increasing human interaction with nature by 
moving to wildland-urban interface (WUI) put 
nearly 2 million properties in CA at risk ---
more than all other states combined.

• WUI in the United States grew rapidly from 
1990 to 2010 in terms of both number of new 
houses (from 30.8 to 43.4 million; 41% 
growth) and land area (from 581,000 to 
770,000 km2; 33% growth)



Are people aware of 
the fire risks?

• With the fires setting records and 
making the headlines, we would 
like to know if people are factoring 
in this risk when making house 
purchasing decisions.

• This project analyze the housing 
price trend in Santa Clarita after 
multiple fires compared to nearby 
city of Burbank to understand the 
effect of multiple fire events on 
perceived fire risks.

• Santa Clarita has been categorized 
as a rapidly developing WUI before 
the time of the study and was hit 
by multiple fires.



Data & Research Method

• The housing transaction data with house characteristics and sales information is acquired 
from Zillow. And the fire facts are acquired from CALFire.

• The study uses a difference-in-differences research method that compares if the fire 
leads to a differential trend in the trajectory of housing prices in the treatment group 
(Santa Clarita) compared to the control group (Burbank).

• Santa Clarita has experienced multiple fires during the timeframe of the study (1998 –
2012), which makes it perfect to study the evolution of people’s perceived fire risks.

• 2003: Simi fire
• 2004: Foothill fire
• 2007: Buckweed and Magic fire
• 2008: Sayre fire



• Under the model assumption, the 
price trend in both the treatment 
and control group would have 
evolved similarly had it not been 
the fire.

• In the fire years: 2004, 2005, 2008, 
2009, we see a flatter slope in the 
treatment group compared to the 
control group.



Model Result
The model regresses normalized sale price in 2020 
dollars with covariates Lotsize, YearBuilt, Number of 
Bedrooms, Number of bathrooms, and the fires and 
interaction of treatment and fires.

In the linear model, we conclude holding other 
variables constant, Simi fire reduced housing price by 
on average $40,000, Buckweed and Magic fire reduced 
housing price by $48,000, Sayre fire reduced housing 
price by $31,800, all at the significance level of 1%.

In the log transformed model, we conclude holding 
other variables constant, Simi fire reduced housing 
price by on average 6%, Buckweed and Magic fire 
reduced housing price by 7%, Sayre fire reduced 
housing price by 3%, all at the significance level of 1%.

Foothill fire’s effect on housing prices is relatively small 
and statistically insignificant. 



Test Validity of Model
To test that the treatment effect in not from the 
specification of the model, a placebo test is run with 
a fake treatment group (City of Pasadena).

The city of Pasadena is chosen as the fake treatment 
group is because it is not affected by the fires, and it 
is geographically close to the treatment and control 
group, and all located near WUI, which makes it a 
good counterfactual.

If the model is correct, then the placebo regression 
should not pick up any effect of the fire in the 
treatment group (the coefficient on the interaction 
terms should not be statistically different from 0).

From the regression table, we do see that the 
interaction terms have insignificant coefficients 
across all specifications, with an exception of 
Buckweek and Magic fire in model 2.

This increases the confidence that the model is 
correct.



Conclusion

• From the study, we see that fires do have a negative effect on housing 
values. In the case study of Santa Clarita fires, the housing price drops 
on average by 5% after a severe fire.
• However, learning, and perceived risk adjustment is observed: after a 

severe fire, a smaller fire in the following year has no statistically 
significant effect on housing values, until a bigger or equally as big fire 
happens.
• The effect of the fire on housing prices is most significant in the 

following 1 or 2 years, after that, if there are no new fires, the 
housing price trend looks similar to the control group


